
Holi is a complete festival and the 
positive effect of the celestial alignment that is 
generated in the environment during this night 
is incomparable. One has to wait for an entire 
year to get an opportunity to perform sadhana 
under such energized environment. Also, one 
year is a very big duration and one can't remain 
sure that the coming year he or she will 
definitely be able to perform the sadhana. Thus 
the wise people takes the advantage of the 
opportunities that comes their way.

Holi is the festival of energy and colors. 
However, it is not just that we need to color 
ourselves externally but this festival is a symbol 
to color oneself with joy, happiness, good health 
and all the positivity of life. The Tantriks and 

sadhaks do understand the value of Holi's night 
as it is not any normal night. It is an energized 
time which is very much suitable to perform 
various sadhanas and gain success in them. This 
night is capable enough to transform all the 
misfortunes into fortunes.

Presented below are 41 unfailing 
sadhanas that must be performed on Holi to 
conquer all the fields of life. These are small 
procedures which hardly take any time. 
Looking at the present lifestyle, it is indeed 
difficult to perform long sadhanas. However, 
some procedures can provide similar results 
if they are performed on certain special days 
like Holi.
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© Wearing it around the neck on the occasion of Holi helps one to get success in any sadhana.
© It is advisable to wear it around the neck for prosperity in life.
© It protects a person from the trouble of untimely death.
© Possessing such an article is definitely a blessing.
© It removes poverty from life.

Article Cost 230/-

Japani 

© Use this article if someone is not returning your money. Take it in your right hand and drop 
it in a dried well chanting the name of that person. Soon you will get your money back. 

© This precious article must only be placed in your house where you keep your money. 
© Placing it in your locker helps remove the black magic done for hindering the financial 

growth.
© This article if worshiped on the occasion of Holi helps one attain the blessings of Goddess 

Lakshmi for entire life. 
© Placing it in house helps remove any type of black magic. 

Article Cost 240/-  

Ankadi

Ankawari  
© This gutika holds special significance in the progress of children. This gutika must be worn 

by a pregnant woman for the good fortune of the baby in the womb. 
© This gutika possess great power and is useful for the women who have faced miscarriage 

several times.
© If anyone is troubled by an enemy, then the person should take this gutika and chant one 

round of the following mantra with a Sfatik rosary. 
Mantra

|| Om Hum Shatrumardinyai Phat ||

|| Å¡ gqa 'k=qefnZU;S QV~ ||
© Just keeping this gutika in pocket keeps all the troubles away from that person. 
© This gutika should be placed below the pillow of the children to safeguard them. 

Article Cost 220/-

© Placing this article in your worship place helps one get quick success in Tantrokt sadhanas.
© It can be used to fulfill all the desires in life. 
© One should burry it inside the factory or shop on the night of  Holi for gaining financial 

success.
© This article can be placed in house for gaining fame in life. Place it in your worship place on 

Holi. 
© One who possess this article gains success in share market. 

Article Cost 250/- 

Khangad 
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© It is a gift from the God of love, Kamdeva.

© One should wear it around his neck to make his wife favorable.

© One should place this article in his worship place on Holi to bring happiness in his family. 

© It is very much useful in bringing harmony in between husband and wife.

© It can also be used for making stars favorable for a person.                             
Article Cost 250/-

Kharbira

© Performing Lakshmi sadhana after placing it in your worship place ensures quick success 

in the sadhana.

© This article is filled with the magical power of hypnotism.

© Placing it at the place where you keep money in your shop ensures that your business keeps 

on flourishing day after another.

© One can obtain all sorts of pleasures in life by means of this article.

© Using this article while performing sadhana of Vasudha Lakshmi is a hidden fact to gain 

quick success in the sadhana. 
Article Cost 270/-

NeelMani

© Wear it to maintain peace and harmony in your house.
© A person who owns this article starts to get right directions in life by means of their 

dreams.
© One starts to possess the power to learn about the events that would be happening in the 

future.
© Worshiping this article daily removes sins committed by the person from the life. 

Article Cost 220/-

Swanit

© This article is an unparalleled means to attain beauty in life. Thus, it is a divine boon for all 
those who are troubled by wrinkles, acne etc. which are a curse for beauty.

© Wear this article around your neck gain success in love affairs.
© One can attract anyone by means of this article.

Article Cost 240/-

Aanupurvi
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